31 INSTANT WEB HOSTING ADVANTAGES BY SWITCHING ONTO BELUGA EDGE MANAGED WP FROM CPanel SHARED HOSTING
## Managed WP with Beluga Edge Container-Based Hosting:

1. Manage only your Wordpress. No need to hassle over cPanel and hosting management.

2. The latest and most optimized installation of Wordpress comes pre-installed to start right away.

3. Auto backup is enabled on by default and you get unlimited backups at no additional costs.

4. WP and Plugins always stay up to date, as well on necessary server components (php, nginx, db).

5. WP DB always stays clean and optimized on the edge for the best site health and performance.

6. CDN is automatically pre-installed onto any of your websites and apps to start with the edge.

7. Snapshots are available so you don’t have to worry about backing up files to restore, get instant roll-back.

8. Easy provisioning of staging sites for making changes or updates to prevent errors.

9. Blueprints are available so you simply setup once and then apply quickly to all the sites in seconds.

10. Clone a website instantly.

11. Security is already built-in, by default including malware scanners, WAF, DDOS and many more.

## cPanel Shared Hosting:

- You need to spend time to setup and continuously maintain your cPanel console’s huge learning curve.

- You need to install Wordpress yourself or hire a 3rd party for installation.

- You need to pay for a 3rd party for backup solution 3 that will usually cost an extra $3 per month.

- You need manual WP and Plugins updates on a regularly basis for compatibility and security.

- You need to carefully optimize your DB for 5 performance or hire a 3rd party for DB hygiene.

- You need to setup either server based caching or 6 CDN yourself, usually an extra cost $3 a month.

- You work only on the current live copy with no backup time machine nor staging sites.

- You have no staging site environment, so when errors happen, its forever indexed on the internet.

- You cannot globally work across all sites. Changes will need to be rinsed and repeated.

- You have no cloning available, every site is a new adventure, good luck.

- You need to setup at least a firewall and malware 11 scanners that will usually cost an extra $9 per month.
### Managed WP with Beluga Edge Container-Based Hosting:

1. Dedicated resources for your websites, nothing is shared, we give the best to our paying customers.
2. Optimal performance and bandwidth is guaranteed on all edges.
3. All Plugins and installation in use are best optimized and configured to ensure the top WP performance.
4. Website security is our responsibility, your website will be malware-free from intrusions and hacks.
5. Dedicated resources at the edge makes blacklisted none of your business concerns
6. 100% Uptime guaranteed. It’s good to be on the edge.
7. One account manages all websites, so stop searching, sharing and memorizing FTP credentials ever again.
8. Define sites based on your customers or clients. Great for agencies or web professionals.
9. Enable 100% Cloud-based Auto Healing. Instantly move a website to another availability zone.
10. Autoscale dedicated resources automatically ensures high performance at low cost guaranteed.
11. High availability allows you to run multiple copies of your websites on different origins.

### cPanel Shared Hosting:

1. Your single server is split between multiple websites. You share resources with all the other websites.
2. You will be capped on performance based on traffic to the website, so more site visitors means more costs.
3. You need to learn, configure and deploy any optimizations to your WP instance(s).
4. In the event of a hack or breach, you need to hire a hack remediation service, its usually an extra cost of $30+.
5. Hello, bad neighbor effect. If any site on the shared server resources contains malicious content, your site(s) can be banned & blacklisted.
6. Websites on shared hosting aren’t dependable. A lot of resources are dedicated to server services.
7. You need to implement that yourself since there is no central management for your website.
8. You need manually handle all customers’ and websites based on file managers and folders.
9. You may have server maintenance or network problems even collocation issues like electrical fires or echos...
10. Your site’s shared hosting performance will drop if you have more visitor traffic.
11. You get access to one origin over your shared resources.
## Managed WP with Beluga Edge Container-Based Hosting:

1. Design using Snapshots for version control and apply it globally to all your sites or customers.
2. Agencies and web professionals can share live designs with customers on staging environments.
3. Get access to A/B testing on live production sites to propose new website updates for customers.
4. Get the best performance from the edge with granular tweaking and fine-tuning settings.
5. Rank higher in SEO from faster page load times, thanks to edge nodes and built-in CDN.
6. Browse through the best in class section of trusted plugins and themes for Wordpress sites.
7. Deploy your sites to the closest location to your customer base with our high number of origin locations.
9. Global SecureDNS provides low domain resolution time and resilience to all kinds of attacks.

## cPanel Shared Hosting:

1. You need to operate manually to copy the entire site, set versioning yourself & install every site instance.
2. You need to buy another hosting space to share changes & then copy all changes to original installation yourself.
3. A/B testing is not available. You could do fully manual installation, configuration and deployment every time.
4. You need to become a WP expert or get a costly service ($) to apply fine tuning for your sites.
5. You need to setup server site caching and the CDN yourself with no improvement to performance guarantee.
6. You are responsible to use trusted plugins, inspect nonvulnerable versions and apply updates yourself.
7. Moving from US-East to US-West? You need to cancel the account to get a new hosting account to migrate.
8. Multi-origin is not supported.

Good luck changing your DNS. This is bound with your hosting server itself, open to any kind of attacks.

---

The choice is yours!